
1. Introduction

On behalf of Franz James Produktdesign AB (James & Thedin) SP has conducted tests on a hook designed for a load up 
to a maximum of 20 kg, and cyclic testing of 1000 cycles of the hook where the hook is loaded until it releases the load. 
The hook is intended primarily for use in the mental health system to prevent suicidal acts by hanging. The results are 
reported in chapter 4.

Testing of hook

2.  Object for testing

Description Hook. Made from polymer according to customer

Arrival   Arrived at SP 2011-12-29,2012-01-30

Sampling  The samples were delivered by Franz James Produktdesign AB.
  The tested sample has been delivered by the customer without SP's involvement.

Image 1 Hook

3. The test´s implementation and results

The results in this report apply only to the tested objects.

Dates of testing  2011-12-29 - 2012-02-06

Testing facility  SP Construction and Mekanik´s laboratory.



3.1 Static testing of hook

The hook was mounted on a wooden board. Using string 1mm, string 2mm, shoelace 8 x 1 mm, rope made from cot-
ton sheets, electrical cable 5 mm, power cable 5.6 x 3.2mm and strap 26 x 1.3 mm, which was hung up and the maxi-
mum load was noted when the hook was bent elastically so much that the suspended load slipped off (see Figure 2). To 
emulate real load cases, as if a person tries to hang himself, the load is measured 1200 mm below the hook and 100 mm 
from the wall (see figure 3).

Any attempt to manipulate the hook resulted with the hook bending elastically so that the load fell off and then retur-
ned it to its original shape.

With string 1mm, string 2mm, shoelace 8 x 1 mm, rope made from cotton sheets and strap 26 x 1.3 mm the hook relea-
sed its load at between 8.5 to 9.8 kg.

With power cable and electric cable 5 mm 5.6 x 3.2 mm only wound once around the hook it released its load at bet-
ween 9.5 to 9.8 kg. With the cable wound two turns and the cable crossed and that way self-locking around the hook, 
the hook released its load at 14.8 and 16.6 kg.

Image 2.  Equipment used loading the hook. From left: strap, sheeting, electrical cable 5 mm, power    
  cable 5.6 x 3.2, string 2mm, shoelace and string 1mm.

Image  3.  Hook loaded with rope made from cotton sheets



3.2 Cyclic testing of hook

To see if the hook maintains its strength and does not break despite repeated attempts to hang the load on the hook was 
a fatigue testing done with 1000 cycles when the hook was loaded until it released its load. 
The hook was mounted on a hinge and a pneumatic cylinder with a round rod with a diameter of 24.6 mm made of 
plastic goes past the hinge then reverses and the hook then hooks on to the round rod and then bends and releases the 
round rod when the load is too large (see figure 4 and 5 ). This was repeated 1000 times.

Upon completion of the test the hook was compared with a new untested hook and no visual difference could be noted 
(see image 6).

Image 4  Cyclic testing of the hook,  
  test set

Image 5  Cyclic testing of the hook.     
  Just before releasing the load is released

Image 6  Tested hook to the left, untested to the right



4. Summary

The hook was loaded both static and cyclic by using different types of string and rope. In these entire tests the hook 
bent elastically so that the load slid off before load of 20 kg was obtained. No permanent deformation or other effects 
could visually be detected after completion of static and cyclic tests.

5.  Uncertainty of measuring

The total estimated uncertainty in the determination of the force is less than 1.0%. The indicated uncertainty cor-
responds to an approximate 95% confidence interval around the measured value. This interval has been calculated 
according to GUM (The ISO Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurements). This normally means square-
addition of input standard uncertainties and multiplication of the obtained weighted standard uncertainty with co-
verage factor k = 2.
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